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 Pre-drafted Contract, Example, VLC download.  

 Is totally opposite of Section 2 of ICA.  

 Where is point of Negotiation? Lesser but No.  

 Why Contract? As to negotiation.  

 

 What is Standard form of contract?  

In simple form SFC refers to pre-drafted contract. The conditions are already drafted 

by one party and the other has to just accept it.  

 Modern way phenomenon 

 Why? Mass Number, so how could you negotiate with everyone. After 

globalisation, SFCs are allowed. KYC- Pre-drafted. Mutual Investment- Pre-

drafted.  

 Threat- Those who have more collective bargaining. SFCs destroy collective 

bargaining.  

 Restriction evolved by the court [Tender- Pre drafted].  

 

Ways of right of the weaker party are to be protected. 

There is an allegation against SFCs that they violate contractual freedom. However, the 

courts and the legislatures have evolved certain rules to protect the interest of the weaker 

party i.e. the offeree. They are:  
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1. There should be contractual document: In SFCs mere receipt not come under 

definition of contract unless that receipt is contractual in nature. Mere receipt does not 

create contract and the terms contained therein.  

2. There should be no misrepresentation.  

3. There should be a reasonable notice of the contractual term. Thornton v. Shoe Lane 

Parking Limited, to make the term and condition of contract binding, it is the duty of 

the parties to give reasonable notice of the terms to the other contracting person. If 

there is no reasonable notice then defendant cannot exclude his liability.  

4. Notice should be contemporaneous. Olley v. Marlborough Court Limited, the terms 

and conditions of the contract should be contemporaneous communicated to the 

offeree. If a party to the contract wants to have exemption from liability he must give 

notice about the exemption while the contract is being entered and not thereafter.  

5. Reasonable term: Lily white v. Mannu Swam, the terms and conditions should be 

palpably reasonable. If it is unreasonable then the same will have no effect on the 

liability of the defendant.  

6. Strict interpretation: If there is an exemption clause then it should be strictly 

construed. If all conditions are satisfied then and only then exemption should be 

given.  

7. Non Contractual Liability- By Contract, we may exclude liability of contractual in 

nature. Non Contractual liability like liability in tort is not excluded by contract.  

There is an exemption clause in SFCs? How would you interpretate it.  

1) Strictly  

2) Broadly.   

Strictly interpreted because exoneration of any liability shall be narrowly construed.  

In SFCs there should be a reimbursement or insurance clause so that sufferer may get relief 

straight way.  

 


